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Welcome
With four meetings completed, a lockdown endured and joys of wearing masks and enduro, this edition it is time to
turn to the pinnacle of enduro’s Le Mans. The article this quarter is by kind permission of Autosport Plus, and full
attribution has been accorded. In addition, John Cadogan has another adventure in Automotive Shithousery, those
pesky automotive manufacturers always up to a level malfeasance whilst trying to be your friend. Finally, all the
usual news around QMROA, and our members.
This quarter I have managed not to kill myself by doing something stupid, my health regime is still on track, health
wise being lighter, I am more focused, and less tired (am I really?) As we head into a very busy time of the year,
please remember to stay safe, and practice situational awareness, including social distancing, hygiene especially
when you are out on post.
Annual General Meeting
At the end of April, QMROA held its annual General Meeting via Zoom, and a big thankyou to Motorsport Australia
for providing Zoom facilities to enable this to happen. As with last year, we conducted our election for Office Bearers
via Survey Monkey, and once again it was overwhelming success with higher than average participation than
previous years. I believe at present; this is the safest method to conduct meetings and conduct elections for the
foreseeable future. As we are well aware, COVID-19 will be around for some time to come, and thus the unexpected
is the new normal.
Elections held voted the following Committee for 2021.
President: John Miller
Treasurer: Craig Bourke
Secretary: Corey Dyer
Committee Members: Charlie Tickell and Brendan Pratt.
In addition, the following awards were presented for 2020.
Presidents Trophy: Andrew Lake
Greg Evans Encouragement Shield: Sam Lane
Margo Jones Shield: Corey Dyer
55 Years’ Service: Keith Butcher and John Jones
50 Years’ Service: Paul Overell
40 Years’ Service: Bruce Muhling, and Colin Hinton
30 Years’ Services: Adrian Fuller

25 Years’ Service: Brent Catran
20 Years’ Service: Nigel Faull, Paul Howlett, Tom Cupit, and Keith Ryan
15 Years’ Service: David Leadbeater and Dale Ham
10 Years’ Service: Jenn McCartney
Congratulations to all for your service, and job well done.
Gold Rush Hillclimb Mount Morgan/Rockhampton
The club has accepted the opportunity to provide marshal’s and facilitate training for this event this year, and what
a fantastic event it was. The exciting prospect is that the circuit was lengthened by an additional 300 metres, and
this year we took 8 people. This year avoids the clash with the Winter Historics, and motel accommodation was once
again generously provided by the organisers, as it was in 2019. A big thank you for all those that advise me, and a
full story on this event will be available to read in the Spring edition. The role we play is to train their officials for
future events, and that enhances the club as we have the resources and members who can facilitate training. With
the sport growing in Central Queensland, this is great opportunity to be involved in training, and build up grass level
officiating within the area.

HRCCQ Autumn Historic Meeting - Morgan Park – May 2021
The transition to the role of Secretary of the meeting continues. In May it was the Autumn Historics at Morgan Park.
For some reason, I spent a lot of time on my feet assisting HRCCQ on COVID-19 matters, (especially as there was
limited spectators at the event) ensuring that reports, before and during the event were consistent against QLD
Health & MSA policies, and assisting or rather getting out and fixing issues as they arose. The transition is going well,
my knowledge is a hell of lot better, and I am developing my own systems to quickly locate MSA forms into a ready
folder. At last count, I have downloaded 200 plus MSA documents ranging from technical regulations of particular
categories, to documents affecting officials and their well-being. It has been an eye opener in the fact I knew of some
of these documents, but how they are placed, and how it brings a meeting together meeting is now falling into place.
CORD Motorsport Australia State Championship Round 2 – Morgan Park – June 2021
The surprise when I turned up on Saturday morning, was the invited guests we had to chase out of the Secretary’s
office, that is mice. As Alana Heffernan jumped through the roof, the first task of the morning was to chase the little
critters out of office, and the building. The mouse plague or part of it has come to Warwick, so on post be aware especially where you put your food. The current conditions and weather patterns have been an inducement for this
plague as the hunt for food expands partially east. The weekend saw a change in Secretary of the Meeting, as Alana
took on the role, and Lisa Stockwell and I assisted. The weekend saw me acting as the COVID-19 Compliance official,
and take under my wing, a C of C role where keeping track, and signing provisional licences. The difference I see in
this role to others is the amount of pre-planning, and work you do before the meeting. Licence checks have to

performed on those identified by MSA as ‘under review’, further regulations to be formulated, and assist in the
number of requests from drivers, that range from the trivial to national concerns.
Committee
The committee has been busy in terms that we have been seeking out grants that are available to sporting
associations such as ours to help us in the following areas:
•
•
•
•

Obtain equipment.
Refurbishment of the IT System we currently use.
Refresh the Regalia (Merchandise)
Allow us to produce online targeted training programmes that work in with the best practice set out by
Motorsport Australia.

So what grants are we chasing and how much? This year QMROA has applied for the following grants available
through various sources. That is:
•

•

•

•

Auto & General (Trading as Budget Direct) have a $5k grant available where we have asked that our IT
Services and integrating that into Social Media Platforms can be integrated, and provide a better updated
user experience. That grant has only recently closed on 30/06/2021.
The Gambling Benefit Fund (Queensland State Government) – We have asked for an equipment grant of
$35K for a variety of projects to kick off such areas radios, personal equipment and other areas of attention
such as training. This closed on 30/06/21 and is yet to be decided.
Motorsport Australia Club Development Fund: We have after discussions with Motorsport Australia will be
putting in for a grant of $1.5k to look at replacing equipment. This grant closed on 31/10/21, but we have
grant partially written, and I as present spoke Motorsport Club Development Officer Shawn Fitzgerald about
why we need this and our transition to a promoting as well as a officials club.
Queensland Department of Sport and Recreation – COVID-19 safe play grant. QMROA has been successful
in obtaining $2k. This will go into the following areas as per the guidelines and the project we submitted for
this grant. That is:
o Replace the hand sanitiser that was ‘lifted’ from the donations from Bowden’s Own.
o The introduction of cloth facemasks with club logo. This will be handed to members at each race
meeting.
o The purchases of gloves as per guidelines under COVID-19 guidelines.
o Other PPE as required.

With current situation around the possible third wave of COVID-19, this will be timely, but the main emphasis this
year is to secure our financial base where we can start giving value back to the members and moving forward in
future ambitions.

QMROA wishes a warm welcome to the following new members.
Rodney McDonald, Josh McDonald, Andrew Mladen and Michael Ford

For Your Calendars -2021

Date

Organiser & Event

Venue

2 – 4 July 2021
10 – 11 July 2021
17 July 2021
7 August 2021
13 – 14 August 2021
14 August 2021
21 – 22 August 2021
27 – 29 August 2021
11 September 2021
18 – 19 September 2021
1 – 3 October 2021

HRCCQ – All Historic Winter Meeting
CQMSC – Gold Rush Hill Sprint
BSCC – KCF Rallysport Winter Stages
BSCC – Roo Systems Manumbar Rally QRC - 1
Motorsport Australia – Shannon’s National Series
MGCCQ Hillclimb Series – 5
HRCCQ – Historic Leyburn Sprints
QRDA – MSA QLD State Circuit Championship - 3
MGCCQ Interclub Hillclimb
QLD – NSW Sprint Challenge – 3
IPRA National Meeting

Morgan Park
Mount Morgan
Benarkin
Manumbar
Morgan Park
Mount Cotton
Leyburn
Morgan Park
Mount Cotton
Carnell Raceway - Stanthorpe
Morgan Park

From the Commentary Box…
From Your Club Secretary – Corey Dyer
As Cher and Peter Cetera once sang, “Well here we are again – I guess it must be fate…”
It would appear that for a year that started out with such promise, with the availability of no less than four different
vaccinations for Covid-19 on the market in Australia, relatively low infection rates (despite a handful of lockdowns
along the way), overall, you could say that as a nation, we were doing well there for a second.
Unfortunately, in scenes not terribly dissimilar to last year, Sydney has taken out the dubious honour of being the
scourge of this great nation of ours once again this year as a result of being unable to get its Covid infection rates
under control, and as the days go by, it is looking increasingly likely that we are half way through what appears to
be shaping up to be a second year in a row in which Madam Covid is set to trump Lady Luck when it comes to having
clout and influence over our national motorsport calendar for the time being.
At the time of going to press, the Winter Round of the Historics at Morgan Park has just been shelved to Spring, and
the world Mecca of Motorsport, the coveted F1 race in Melbourne has just been canned for a second year running
– albeit thankfully with far less heartache and disorganisation this year than the spectacular shambles that we saw
unfold last year. Unfortunately, we have also seen the annual Supercars calendar get thrown into disarray again this
year also, with last minute calendar changes, double headers in unexpected locations, and teams all over Australia
having to think and plan very strategically about how they are going to get their vehicles, equipment and staff from
place to place around Australia whilst managing the ongoing, onerous, multi-state-based compliance requirements
so as to ensure that our national motorsport circus can remain on the move and get to as many locations as they
can, with as little disruption as possible. The is obviously made even more challenging when working collaboratively
with what is essentially a constantly moving beast that can be prone to change at the drop of a hat. Last year the
crews of some teams, some recently married and some with new babies, had to spend half of the year on the road,
living out of a suitcase between events because they couldn’t go home. Let’s hope that no such issues occur this
time.
It’s incredible that a microbe that we can’t even see with the naked eye is somehow capable of creating such
unprecedented destruction and anarchy. And it’s only when you have a look at what is involved at hosting or
promoting a major motorsport event (or even a smaller scale local one for that matter), that you suddenly have an
appreciation for just how much effort goes in by the many generous volunteers to run a race meeting. When you
see how many people are affected for all of that work having to be undone, and then re-negotiated with key
stakeholders as part of agreeing to run the event at another time.

On top of this, the sheer economy of scale on the damage front to the local economy when a race meeting gets
cancelled is devastating.
Tourism operators on the Gold Coast quite literally saw their income projections for the final quarter evaporate
overnight on the glitter strip last year after Supercars dropped the event off the calendar, and even at a more local
level, a cancelled race event at Morgan Park that would usually see every hotel room in town in Warwick booked to
the hilt suddenly has every room empty the second that a cancellation is announced – often with notice being too
late to scrounge any last-minute re-bookings to try and mitigate the financial heartache. The flow-on effects of a
race cancellation to our local economies, especially in smaller towns, cannot be overstated. It’s not just the
accommodation side of things either. Restaurants and cafes and all other small and macro-businesses that rely on
visiting income through these towns also suffer. It really is a tragedy that occurs simply because people won’t follow
the health directions that we are given by medical experts that know far more about this stuff than we do.
Speaking of such Covid-related matters, one of the other unfortunate victims of Covid-19 is our hand sanitiser that
was generously donated previously by Bowden’s Own, which appears to have disappeared over the course of the
past few race meetings much faster than we anticipated would have occurred through normal use. Thanks to recent
grant funding, the club has been in a fortunate position to replace this sanitiser that has been procured by certain
unknown individuals, but it is still disappointing when items that are purchased by the club or donated for all club
members are pilfered by some for their own exclusive use. This product was supplied by Bowden’s for use by officials
at club events, not to be utilised as somebody’s personal one-stop sanitisation shop. For the sake of consideration
for your club and your fellow officials, if you are the one taxing the sanitiser, as Bowden’s would say, Far Cough!

Out and About

Pitlane Thruxton Circuit UK – Still the best in the world courtesy of Julie Hockey.

Andre Lake, winner Presidents Trophy 2020, with President John Miller

Sam Lane, winner Greg Evans Encouragement Award 2020

Sprung – Or Chinese dinner blowout with Susie Brook, Mark Buckingham and Craig Bourke

How an ingenious fix prevented a movie legend from winning Le Mans
The idea of a fifty-something Hollywood megastar, a future Oscar winner no less, pitching up at the Le Mans 24
Hours and winning the thing on his debut sounds absurd. But it nearly happened in 1979 in a plot line so fanciful
that it would have been laughed out of Tinseltown.
The reality is that Paul Newman was deprived of victory in the French enduro by the ingenuity of Manfred Kremer.
The younger of the Kremer brothers, who died in March at the age of 81, came up with the fix that enabled Klaus
Ludwig and another pair of brothers in Bill and Don Whittington to take the victory ahead of a car co-driven by
Newman, a movie legend but also a handy pedaller good enough to go on to win a couple of Trans-Am races. He and
team-mates Rolf Stommelen and Dick Barbour would have celebrated victory had Kremer Racing's Porsche 935K3
stayed where it was, parked at the side of the road on the Mulsanne Straight late on Sunday morning. That it didn't
was down to Herr Kremer.
Kremer's lead entry had been 15 laps up the road on the second-place Dick Barbour Racing 935 when it ground to a
halt after the fuel-injection drive belt failed with three and half hours left on the clock. It wasn't so much the belt
failure that should have put the Group 5 class contender out of the race, rather the fact that the spare carried on
board — taped to the roll cage — broke after the elder of the Whittington brothers, Don, shoehorned it over the
relevant pulleys.
That was the problem, recalls long time Kremer team manager Achim Stroth: "It was a non-stretch belt, so it was
somehow damaged when Don fitted it."

Ludwig/Whittington/Whittington Kremer 935/K3 Le Mans 1979
Photo by: Motorsport Images

That's not to blame the driver. He had few tools with which to complete the job and had to work in adverse
conditions on a grass verge made sodden by the heavy rain that arrived over the Circuit de la Sarthe in the small
hours on Sunday morning and continued almost to the end of the race.
When the K3, the third in line of Kremer's 935 Group 5 silhouette specials, stopped again after a few yards on the
failure of the spare, that should have been it for the Cologne-based team's bid for Le Mans victory. But with a more
than handy margin at the front of the field, Manfred racked his brain and devised a Heath Robinson solution to the
problem.
What he came up with involved using the spare alternator belt also carried in the car. And as much tank tape as was
required to make a component designed for one job perform another.
"It was Manfred's idea to use the alternator vee-belt and tape," says Stroth. "He was the real mastermind behind
the '79 Le Mans victory. He was a great mechanic."
The exact nature of the instructions he communicated to Whittington over the radio appear to have been lost in
time. Stroth remembers the idea was to use the adhesive tape to make the belt stick to the pulleys. Whittington's
slightly different recollection, in an interview with this writer more than 20 years ago, appears the more plausible of
the two theories.
"I wound tape around the cam pulley to take up the slack," remembered Whittington in 2000. "I just kept messing
around until I got it on."
Whatever actually happened, Stroth is adamant that it was Manfred Kremer's idea: "He was on the radio telling Don
what to do."
Mention of the radio is important in the story. The pits-to-car system had been brought over to Le Mans by the
Whittington’s. Such systems were a rarity in Europe at the time.

Manfred Kremer (left) in 1985
Photo by Porsche

The fix somehow held, to the surprise of everyone involved. That went for the team and driver, as well as Porsche.
"I hit the starter and it caught," said Whittington. "I gathered all the shit and threw it into the car and idled all the
way back to the pits — I didn't as much as touch the throttle."
Whittington crept back to his disbelieving crew at the end of a lap that had begun more than an hour before.
Kremer's advantage had all but disappeared and the Barbour 935 should have moved through to the front of the
field while the long-time leader was undergoing proper repairs in the pits, only for American entry to hit problems
of its own.
The left-front wheel jammed as the Barbour crew attempted a tyre change. The team had to dismantle the
suspension to get the recalcitrant rim off. More than 20 minutes were lost: instead of leaving the pits in the lead,
Newman's Porsche trailed out four laps down on the Kremer car.
The efforts of Stommelen, by far the quickest of the drivers in the Barbour IMSA GTX class Porsche, to make up the
lost ground rooted the flat-six engine. The margin between the top two doubled as the Whittington’s and Ludwig
led home a 935 one-two-three: a second Kremer entry, though not a K3, driven by Laurent Ferrier, Francois Servanin
and Francois Trisconi ended up third a further two laps in arrears.

The Porsche factory, which had one of its 936 Group 6 prototypes disqualified that year for external assistance when
an ignition belt was passed to Jacky Ickx at the side of the road, was sceptical that Whittington's pro temps repairs
had held around the remainder of the long Le Mans lap.
"The factory didn't believe what we had done was possible, so they tried to simulate it on the dyno — and it worked!"
recalls Stroth.

Ludwig/Whittington/Whittington Porsche 935/K3 Le Mans 1979
Photo by: Motorsport Images

That's the tale of how the backroom boy in the long and successful partnership between Manfred and Erwin Kremer
prevented movie star Newman from winning Le Mans in one of the more unusual editions of the 24 Hours of Le
Mans, the slowest edition of the 24 Hours since 1958. It was unusual not just because a star of the silver screen was
on the grid. (He was joined there by the Hawaiian Tropic girls from the sun lotion brand sponsoring the Barbour car:
they would go on to become a fixture at the event.)
The Whittington brothers offered a hint at the colourful lives that would result in both later spending time behind
bars as the 2pm start of the race approached. The Kremers had decided that Ludwig, who'd put the car third on the
grid, should take the start, but the pair of Americans who'd paid for their drives had other ideas.
The car was already lined up on the start-finish straight when they offered to buy the car in return for Bill starting
the race. Erwin Kremer didn't take their offer seriously and told them that of course they could buy it if they had the
cash on them. Which they did — sewn inside spare sets of overalls!

The elder Kremer, who died in 2006, once told this author that they handed over $375,000. Stroth reckons it was
that figure in Deutschmarks, around $200,000 at the time. Whatever, it was a lot of green and folding to find on the
spot.
There's an interesting historical postscript to the weird and wonderful story of Le Mans '79. Manfred Kremer's
resourcefulness that day not only prevented a household name from winning Le Mans, but it nipped what would
have been a unique record in the bud.
When the Porsche raced by Newman, Stommelen and Barbour finished its contemporary racing career in the mid1980s, it had outright victories at the Daytona and Sebring enduros on its resume. Had it have won Le Mans in '79,
it would have completed the triple crown of sportscar racing. No single chassis of any type has ever achieved that.
Porsche 935 #009 00030 would go on to win the 1981 Daytona 24 Hours under new ownership and run by Bob
Garretson, who had overseen the Barbour's operation before it folded after John Fitzpatrick had claimed the 1980
IMSA title. The car's IMSA successes came after its conversion to Kremer K3/80 specification, yet two years later in
1983 it came through to win a battle-torn Sebring 12 Hours as a Porsche 934. New owner Wayne Baker had downspecced the car for what turned out to be a successful assault on the GTO class of the IMSA series that year.
The well-travelled Porsche, restored to its Hawaiian Tropic livery, sold at auction for in excess of $4 million a few
years back. Had it won Le Mans with Newman and completed the triple crown of endurance it would have been sold
for whole lot more. Ingenuity, perseverance, and good old tank tape meant that it didn't.

Rahal/Redman/Garretson Porsche 935 K3 Daytona 1981
Photo by: Motorsport Images

GARY WATKINS
Twitter
Gary Watkins has, for reasons best known to himself, devoted all his working life to covering sportscar racing. This
season is his 32nd as a motorsport journalist, during which time he has reported on major long-distance events on
four continents and approaching 75 24-hour races. He reckons a degree in political philosophy makes him well
qualified for covering the sometimes-Machiavellian world of international sportscars.
Gary, who also writes for Autoweek, Motor Sport, Autocourse, RACER and others, lives in Surbiton UK but spends
more time on the road than at home for most of the year.

Love/Hate – Six Questions with Scott Long
Who was you first motor racing love?
Watching Bathurst with my Dad.
First event as an official/marshal
Favourite Series?
I don’t really have a favourite, but I always look forward to flagging the Improved Production racing at Morgan
Park.
TCR’s Yes, or No?
Yes Please
Sport you hate the most.
To be fair, I don’t hate any sports, but I don’t like sports that glorify violence and are essentially just sanctioned
assault. Such as UFC, Boxing, and Rugby League
Favourite Football Code and which team?
Football (the world game), A League and Brisbane Roar FC
Thanks, you for your time Scott.

Matters concerning Training.
This month, QMROA’s new basic flagging guide which is a re-work from British Motorsport Marshals Club
Northwest Region for the inspiration.

QMROA - A GUIDE TO BASIC FLAGGING
[1] INTRODUCTION:
This is an informal guide primarily for the benefit of Trainees and Track marshals with limited experience
of flagging or otherwise as a refresher. The meaning of circuit flags and rules are set out in the Motorsport
Australia, Manual of Motor Sport available to read or download at www.motorsport.org.au This
information relates to rules instigated by the FIA and is current at the date shown.
[2] VOLUNTEERING:
Trainees wishing to undertake flagging duties at a particular event should ideally contact the Chief Flag
Marshal to ensure that an experienced flag marshal will be available to mentor. Once the Chief Flag
Marshal has confirmed, then a suitable marshal will be assigned to you.
[3] ON THE DAY:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Arrive as early as possible to sign-on with flag marshals as per instructions.
You will be allocated a flag post – check you know where it is located. You may be asked to take
equipment, circuit flags, safety car board, light controller – check where these are stored and to
be returned to at the end of day.
Go to post and introduce yourself to the team, particularly your flagging partner and the Post
Chief.
Ensure they are aware of your level of experience.
If you have Trainee Licence Form, hand it to the Chief Flag Marshal.
Attend the mandatory marshals briefing before going to post. This is where you will find out which
post and marshals you will be working with.
Your Post Chief will give an on-post briefing and please listen. This will be a post specific briefing.
Your experienced mentor should explain the dynamics of the flag post, including lines of sight for
drivers and adjoining flag posts, cover the basics of setting-up the post, and agree a plan for the
day, to be reviewed as the day progresses.
Ask questions, nothing is too silly to ask, don’t make assumptions, and always seek feedback.

[4] FLAGGING – GENERAL PRINCIPLES:
•
•
•

Flagging is all about communicating, with drivers and other flag marshals.
A high percentage of flagging actions are prescribed in the manual of motorsport, and these will
be the foundation of your early training.
Others, notably blue flagging, and race reading are more subjective, and your skills will develop
over time.

•

•
•
•

Experience is everything, you will make mistakes but learn from them. Showing a wrong flag is
part of the learning curve. The RED Flag should well out of reach and only displayed by the Post
Chief - Communicator.
Remember drivers are travelling at speed and concentrating on the track, picking racing lines, and
other competitors so you must make your flag signals as clear as possible. See and be seen.
Do not react on hearing a radio or scanner message but be prepared to show a flag.
Most of all, enjoy your flagging. It’s a very involving and addictive role.

[5] FLAGGING TECHNIQUES:
•
•

•

•
•

It is recommended that you hold the flag halfway down the pole and in a manner that allows it to
be displayed quickly.
A flag is best waved in a figure of eight, wrist rather than arm action. In windy conditions you will
find ways to use the conditions rather than fight against them to avoid wrapping the flag round
the pole.
A stationary flag (Lack of Adhesion – LOA) should be held to display the maximum surface to the
driver. It can be allowed to flap or moved slightly to catch a driver’s attention Be bold and hold
high making the flag as visible as possible to adjoining posts who may need to follow your lead.
The speed at which you wave a flag will convey urgency/severity.
Withdraw flags (green, yellow, white) with a flourish as an adjoining flag post may be following
your lead and you need to ensure they see your action.

[6] YELLOW FLAG:

WHAT ARE YOU SAYING TO THE DRIVERS?
•
•

•
•
•

A single waved yellow flag is saying “there is a danger/hazard ahead; reduce speed to ensure full
control of the car and do not overtake”.
A double waved yellow flag is saying “great danger, slow down considerably, be prepared to
change direction suddenly or even stop and no overtaking”. As a guide a double flag would be
needed if the track is obstructed and/or if marshals are working trackside, e.g., a gravel trap, but
not necessarily if far away from potential danger.
With most incidents you will initially display a single yellow and only upgrade to double as
required, perhaps when marshals attend.
A double waved yellow is always preceded by a single waved yellow flag. If displaying a double
yellow, downgrade to single before withdrawing.
Some low-risk incidents, such as a pull-off against the barrier may be covered by a single waved
yellow flag perhaps for one lap and then can downgraded. Your Post Chief must advise Race
Control of the time if this occurs.

[7] BLUE FLAG:

WHAT ARE YOU SAYING TO THE DRIVERS?
•
•
•

•
•

A waved blue flag is saying “look in your mirrors as a faster car (qualifying) or leader (race) is
catching you and or is going to overtake you””.
Display a blue flag as early as possible, ideally as soon as in your area but stop waving when a
faster car is alongside.
In practice/qualifying the decision to display is down to your judgement of closing speed. Do not
display a blue flag if a slower driver has clearly seen a fast-approaching car and moved to allow a
pass – to do so will devalue your actions.
In a race, follow the race order and display a blue flag to backmarkers as leaders prepares to lap
them. Do not blue flag cars that are racing for position.
Remember again that drivers are not actively looking for your signals so you must make them as
clear as possible.

[8] GREEN FLAG:

WHAT ARE YOU SAYING TO THE DRIVERS?
•
•

•

Waved on the first lap of practice/qualifying and on a race formation lap “take note, this is a
flag position”. In practice/qualifying, keep it out until the first car comes around again.
Waved in practice/qualifying and race “You are past an incident area and can resume racing
and overtaking is permitted”. It always follows a yellow flag and should only be withdrawn
once the final car to see a yellow has passed your post.
A green flag also forms part of a Safety Car procedure – see section [12].

[9] RED FLAG:

WHAT ARE YOU SAYING TO THE DRIVERS?
•
•

•

A waved red flag is saying “STOP racing immediately, no overtaking, slow down, be prepared
to stop, return to pit lane or start line as instructed”.
A red flag decision is only initiated by Race Control and flags are displayed upon sight of red
flag at another post or circuit red lights - the aim is rapid intervention. It goes both ways
around the circuit.
If the incident has occurred in your area you must continue to display double waved yellow
flags.

[10] WHITE FLAG:

WHAT ARE YOU SAYING TO THE DRIVERS?
•
•

Caution, there is a slow-moving racing (car is travelling almost at walking pace) car on track
ahead. OR there is a service vehicle (rescue, fire, recovery) ahead.
A white flag is not used for a stationary vehicle, only a moving vehicle. If the car stops in your
area, swap to a waved yellow.

[11] RED AND YELLOW FLAG:

WHAT ARE YOU SAYING TO THE DRIVERS?
•
•
•
•

I am warning you of a slippery (fluid, standing water) surface ahead.
Held stationary. If conditions are particularly severe the flag can be moved (vigorously if
necessary), but not waved as this could be confused with a red flag.
A yellow flag would normally be displayed for debris or obstruction on track.
If the track in your area has been dressed for fluid Race Control may instruct you to display a
Red/Yellow flag rather than a waved green on the formation lap, and possible one more lap.

[12] SAFETY CAR PROCEDURE:
WHAT ARE YOU SAYING TO THE DRIVERS?
•
•

•
•

•

The race has been stabilised, cease racing, form a procession/queue and no overtaking.
Race Control will instruct the Pit Wall (Chief Flag) to display waved yellow flag and SC board,
and this must flow around the circuit in both directions as quickly as possible. The sequence
must not skip posts and flag marshals must not react to circuit lights.
Unlike red flag actions this is a controlled process.
Waved yellow flags and SC boards must be displayed for the full duration of the safety car
period. However, if the incident causing the SC is in your area you must prioritise double
yellow flags.
To end the SC period Race Control will advise Pit Wall and when the SC enters the pit lane,
they will withdraw waved yellow flag and SC board and display a waved green flag. Waved
green flags should then flow around the circuit in both directions and remain for one racing
lap.

Auto Expert – MALS – Further adventures in Automotive Shithousery by John Cadogan
Ford in-car advertising is just around the corner. Welcome to Hell. Ford has been trying diligently, for decades
now, to engineer automotive hell on earth. They’ve finally succeeded…

Ford has just filed a patent in the USA that will use cameras to beam roadside billboards into your car's infotainment
display - together with special offers and calls to action. Welcome to automotive Hell…

Ford, the company so concerned about your safety, here in Australia, that it recently phoned 1000 brain-dead bogans
for a survey carefully construed to draw brain-dead conclusions, has finally figured out how to open the gates of
hell, officially, on your car’s infotainment display
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In other words, Ford wants to use the same tech that reads roadside speed limit signs to beam billboards directly
into your infotainment display to distract and annoy you as you drive past.
That’s not, like, totally distracting, and it also violates one of driving’s few remaining joys, which would be ignoring
most billboards to the extent that you don’t even see them as they pass by.
Of course, this gets worse: Because you’ll be connected to the cloud, you might be assaulted by ‘more
information’. Current specials. That kind of thing. And if you’re logged in to your Google account, for example,
those specials could be personalised to further erode your resistance to act.

I’d like to see some Ford wonk make the case that this is not inherently and unreservedly distracting, and therefore
dangerous. I also wonder if you’d get to turn it off, or whether it’s an ‘always on’ attribute of your future Ford?
What is advertising, if not intrinsically distracting? The actual purpose of advertising is to assault you with a message
you did not ask for and then indelicately request you act upon it. Click now, kind of thing. Action you had no real
intention of taking.
How this might work
Let’s say you’re on the road to Dingo Piss Creek, for example. (If you’re not from around here, it’s like visiting Mecca
or Mt Rushmore, but with blue singlets over the horizon, and the place reeks of ammonia.) Still a cultural and quasispiritual icon, however.

Anyway, after hours of seemingly endless busted-arse cattle scrub, towing your effluent in its aluminium box, you
pass a billboard for GodBurger at Bogan Gate. A call to action flashes up on the screen: Next exit: Two for one Atheist
Fries meal deal - but only if you use the code ‘bogan believer’ in the next 15 minutes.
I can’t wait for this. Like, imagine the effect this will have on the rate of self-harm. (When you can no longer even
escape into your car to leave the intrusive demands of the world behind.)
And of course, Ford will click the ticket every time some cognitively susceptible Muppet transacts, based on a
‘billboard-infotainment’ marketing nudge of this nature.

Flashback to 1957 - another brilliant Ford concept
Sixty-four years ago, Ford designed the Nucleon - a concept car, which, thankfully, only ever made it to scale-model
stage. The car used a steam engine powered by a small onboard nuclear reactor in the bed of what we would call a
‘ute’.

You have to remember that ‘nuclear’ was not a dirty word, back in 1957. It was a shiny icon representing all that
humanity might achieve in the future. Much like Electric Jesus today.
The Nucleon promised 5000 incredible miles between services - which is, like, 8000 kays for we metricated sons and
daughters of convicts here in Australia - and servicing would be a simple process of just exchanging the onboard
mini-reactors. (‘Just’ exchanging them…) Out with the spent fuel, in with the new. Kinda thing.
Will that be a ‘performance’ or ‘economy’ reactor today, madam?’ Yeah - they actually envisaged reactors in
different states of tune.

What a pity that never happened. Imagine the backyarders embracing that. Shaving kilos off the cooling rods. And
what’s all this lead? We can delete that. And the aftermarket industry - Penrite Rod Replenisher. Reactor re-map.
Fission fortifier. Nuke+. Proton Pro Max. Endless possibilities there.
The mighty Nucleon. Stillborn in Dearborn, sadly. Could’ve been just like Chernobyl, really, only with a blue oval
badge, and worldwide. Imagine that. Engineered like the Pinto and the Powershift.
What could possibly go wrong?
Next time you’re in Detroit, between pandemics, you can check out the Nucleon - the scale model in the Henry Ford
Museum in Dearborn. I’m not kidding. No reactor, however. Never got that far.

The Nucleon was also the inspiration for a car called the Chrysalis Corvega Atomic V8 in the video game, Fallout.
There are even billboard ads for that car in that game. (And you still think we’re not really a simulation running in
The Matrix.)
But this new billboard technology think you’d agree, is an even better idea than the Nucleon. Personally, I’m already
counting the sleeps.

Parting Shot

